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Machine Learning for Detector Triggers

• Motivation:

– High background rates obscure physics signals.

• Traditional Solutions:

– Energy threshold cuts.

– Prescaling the data.

– Decreasing the beam current.

• Machine Learning Solution:

– Use MC simulation data, converted to detector outputs, to train a

neural network to classify detector events (e.g. p, n, π)..

– Load trained NN onto FPGA (fast) for making real-time trigger

decisions.

• Primary Objective: Demonstrate that NNs can be implemented in

FPGA firmware for trigger applications.
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From Software to Hardware

• JLab’s VXS-Trigger-Processor (VTP):

– Large flexible FPGA for triggering. Can store CNN.

– Compatible with JLab fADC250 and VETROC TDC.

• Many JLab trigger detectors compatible with VTP.

– Can become a standard part of detector development.

– Improved data rates from cleaner triggers.

– Saves beam time increasing science output.

– Can simplify later offline analysis.

• Bridge from ML software applications to hardware implementation.

Image from https://coda.jlab.org/drupal/system/files/pdfs/HardwareManual/VTP/VTP-HallB-Manual.pdf.
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Hall A SBS Hadron Calorimeter as a Test-bed

• Complex MC physics simulations of experiments and digitization

already exist (Geant4) for training neural networks.

– Saves enormous amount of time/effort.

• SBS experimental schedule timely.

– SBS run (probably) begins fall 2021.

• SBS HCal is far along in development, but still flexible.

– Already assembled with operational DAQ (decreases costs).

– Still able to make compatible with VTP holding CNN.
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HCal Data Acquisition System

• Two VXS crates connected by fiber contain

two VTPs.

• 18 16-channel fADC250 flash ADCs measure

energy.

– Takes numerous samples (250 MHz, 4ns).

– Some time information.

• 3 128-channel VETROCs measure timing.

– Replace F1TDCs (not VTP compatible).

– < 1 ns timing resolutions (improves timing).

– <$3500 each.
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Proposed Convolutional Neural Network Architecture

• PMT pulse shapes are essentially images.

– Each event every PMT has several fADC samples and a TDC value.

• CNN scans across the image with a kernel creating filters which

identify localized features (like hits).

– Detector geometry preserved.

– Pooling decreases dimensionality by merging adjacent signals.

– Batch normalization improves speed and regularization.

– Dropout helps reduce overfitting. 5



Overview of Research Plan

1. Produce labeled training data from G4SBS simulations.

⇓
2. Convert G4SBS data into detector signals.

⇓
3. Design model architecture.

⇓ ⇑
4. Train CNN on simulated detector data (EC2).

⇓ ⇑
5. Optimize model hyperparameters (layers, neurons, learning rate ...).

⇓
6. Using hls4ml translate the CNN into FPGA compatible code.

⇓
7. Load CNN onto VTP FPGA where it will use fADC250 and

VETROC data to form HCal trigger.

⇓
8. Test trigger under beam conditions and compare performance with

traditional methods. 6
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Questions?
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